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As host of the Stage 5 finish of the 2019 Santos Tour Down Under this Saturday in 

Strathalbyn, Alexandrina Council has the privilege of creating and presenting the stage 

winner’s trophy. The brief was to capture the essence of the Alexandrina region in the context 

of the great race and the end result is an appealing reflection. 

Local artist James Stewart, who also recently made the impressive Kenny Blake Memorial 

Sculpture in Strathalbyn’s High Street, was commissioned to design and make the piece. 

Created using hi-tech laser cutting and etching with many hours of traditional metal 

craftsmanship, the trophy both reflects cycling elements and Alexandrina’s rural setting, 

particularly Strathalbyn and its surrounds. 

The crystal-clear acrylic backing represents a twin-geared crank, and the hand assembled 

cycle feature is an eclectic array of objects found in agriculture, viticulture and farm workshops 

around the region; including irrigation valves, wine barrel staves, spanners, allen keys, 

sockets, chuck keys and engine parts. 

A couple of interesting details to note are the tiny section of the actual bicycle head made from 

a colonial brass curtain ornament, the chainsaw chain, and an 80 year old rim retainer from a 

horse drawn vehicle shaped for the saddle. 

The artist has captured the rich pioneering and agricultural history of the Alexandrina region in 

this unique trophy. A replica trophy was also created and will be on display for public viewing 

in the Alexandrina Council foyer in Goolwa. 

Stage 5 of the 2019 Santos Tour Down Under and the Challenge Tour presented by The 

Advertiser, will pass through Chiton, Port Elliot and Middleton before a high speed pass 

through Goolwa and onto their final push to Strathalbyn. 

Strathalbyn is poised to host a warm and vibrant welcome, with Council and the Strathalbyn 

Tourism Association presenting the ‘Summer & Spokes in Strathalbyn’ festival to coincide with 

the stage finish. Music, food and entertainment are all on offer to encourage community 

celebration and participation. 

This special and distinctive trophy will be presented to the Stage 5 winner by Alexandrina 



Council Mayor Keith Parkes at the stage finish on Saturday afternoon.  

More information about what is sure to be an amazing day can be found on Council’s website 

– www.alexandrina.sa.gov.au, www.visitalexandrina.sa.gov.au or the Santos Tour Down 

Under website www.tourdownunder.com.au  
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